Sunbeam alpine series 2 wiring diagram

Already a member? If you've forgotten your password, please send an email to membership
sunbeamalpine. We'll approve your account as quickly as possible. Discussion in ' "Stock"
Alpine ' started by Britboy , Jun 4, Log in or Sign up. Hello Beamers: I really need to rewire most
of the instrument in my 67 Alpine and have been unable to find a decent S5 wiring diagram.
Series 4 diagrams are available on eBay. Are the S4 and S5 greatly different? Could I get most
of what I need to know from a S4 diagram? As always, thanks for any advice. Britboy , Jun 4,
Here's a direct link. We have changed our Series IV to negative earth and incorporated an
alternator. I know that this is the 'stock' part of the forum but I have completely re-wired my
son's Alpine with a modern wiring set up, L. The incorporates multiple fuses, relays for the
lights and horns massive improvement and things like a tracker, electric fuel pump, alarm,
inertia kill switch car is an automatic etc etc. If you or anyone else wants the detail of how I
wired the car I am more than happy to E-Mail the directions to you. I took the dashboard out and
wired that off of the car, then I taped each separate part of the loom to the outside of the car and
worked my way around it making everything work before I fitted the wiring into the car. I also
incorporated a number of additional earth wires which is something I would recommend. These
are fuses, control boxes etc inside the passenger compartment on the bulkhead rather than
exposed to the elements beside the engine. This is the back of the dashboard being wired off of
the air This is the wiring being 'dry fitted' over the car before re-spray. This is the finished article
Best Wishes, Tim R. Tim R , Jun 5, Yes, but with my eyesight I was hoping to find something
bigger and with better resolution - maybe even a colored diagram. I'll certainly use it if nothing
else is available. Thanks for the reminder Todd. Britboy , Jun 5, Outstanding Tim, outstanding.
I'll check the UK site and go from there. Britboy, I do not understand your reply to Todd. The
link he provided is to a PDF file that IS a colored diagram and as a PDF you can zoom in as far
as you want to make it as clear and easy to read as possible. Did you try the link? Tom H , Jun
5, You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your
username or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes,
my password is: Forgot your password? The name was then used on a two-door fastback from
to It was a two-seater sports roadster initially developed for a one-off rally car by Bournemouth
Sunbeam-Talbot dealer George Hartnell. Announced in March [4] it received its name following
Sunbeam-Talbot saloons successes in the Alpine Rally during the early s. However, since it was
developed from the saloon platform, it suffered from rigidity compromises despite extra side
members in the chassis. The gearbox ratios were changed, and from an overdrive unit became
standard. The gearchange lever was column-mounted. Of the automobiles produced, were
exported to the USA and Canada, stayed in the UK, and went to other world markets. In it was
estimated that perhaps as few as had survived. These motors developed a reputed I carburettor.
Very few of these cars are ever seen on the big screen. Although the Technicolor process could
"hide" the car's true colour, and knowing that the car was shipped back from Monaco to the US
for use in front of a rear projection effect , the car shown on the programme was ultimately
proven not to be the film car upon comparison of the vehicle identification numbers. The first
open 2-seater Alpines were based on the Hillman 14 and its successor the Humber Hawk.
Kenneth Howes and Jeff Crompton were tasked with doing a complete redesign in , with the
goal of producing a dedicated sports car aimed principally at the US market. Ken Howes
contributed some 80 per cent of the overall design work, he had worked at Ford before joining
Rootes. The Alpine was produced in four subsequent revisions until Total production numbered
around 70, Production stopped shortly after the Chrysler takeover of the Rootes Group. The car
made extensive use of components from other Rootes Group vehicles and was built on a
modified floorpan from the Hillman Husky estate car. An overdrive unit and wire wheels were
optional. The suspension was independent at the front using coil springs and at the rear had a
live axle and semi-elliptic springing. The Girling -manufactured brakes used 9. It had dual
downdraft carburetors, a soft top that could be hidden by special integral covers and the first
available wind-up side windows offered in a British sports car of that time. Unlike the Le Mans
racers, these cars had a more integrated rear roofline and were without the tail fins of the
roadsters. An open car with overdrive was tested by the British magazine The Motor in It had a
top speed of A fuel consumption of In Rootes Group marketed a limited-production three-door
variant of the Alpine, marketed as a shooting brake. With leather interior and walnut trim, its
price was double that of its open counterpart. When it was replaced in , 19, had been made. A
Series II with hardtop and overdrive was tested by The Motor magazine in , which recorded a top
speed of It was a transitional model, incorporating many of the modifications of the later low fin
cars such as roomier trunk, later hard top common with Tiger , tube type rear shocks, improved
micro cell seats, and a vacuum brake booster. The cc engine was de-tuned in the GT for
smoothness. A new rear styling was introduced with the fins largely removed. Automatic
transmission with floor-mounted control became an option, but was unpopular. From autumn a

new manual gearbox with synchromesh on first gear was adopted in line with its use in other
Rootes cars. A total of 12, were made. A muscle-car variant of the later versions was also built,
the Sunbeam Tiger. The Alpine enjoyed relative success in European and North American
competition. Probably the most notable international success was at Le Mans , where a
Sunbeam Harrington won the Thermal Index of Efficiency in For the Alpine was moved into
E-Production facing stiff competition from a class dominated by the Porsche Sesslar tied in
points for the national championship while Norman Lamb won the Southwest Division
Championship in his Alpine. A championship for Don Sesslar finally was achieved in with 5
wins the SCCA totaled the 5 top finishes for the year. Dan Carmichael won the Central Division
Championship in and ' Carmichael continued to race the Alpine until , when he finished 2nd at
the American Road Race of Champions. Bernard Unett raced factory prototype Alpine
registration number XRW from to and in won the Fredy Dixon challenge trophy, which was
considered to be biggest prize on the British club circuit at the time. Unett went on to become
British Touring car champion three times during the s. A six-car works team was set up for the
Alpine Rally. In , a cheaper, slightly slower and more economical version of the Rapier still sold
as a sporty model was badged as the new Sunbeam Alpine. Although drawing many parts from
the group's "parts bin", including the rear lights of the estate Arrow models, the fastbacks
nevertheless offered a number of unique features, including their pillar-less doors and rear side
windows which combined to open up the car much like a cabriolet with a hardtop fitted.
Extensive wooden dashboards were fitted to some models, and sports seats were available for
a time. The Alpine name was resurrected in by Chrysler by then the owner of Rootes , on a
totally unrelated vehicle: the UK-market version of the Simca , a French-built family hatchback.
The car was initially badged as the Chrysler Alpine, and then finally as the Talbot Alpine
following Chrysler Europe's takeover by Peugeot in The name survived until , although the
design survived with different names until From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Two seat
automobile built â€” For the French Renault Alpine, see Alpine automobile. Motor vehicle. Main
article: Rootes Arrow. This article contains embedded lists that may be poorly defined,
unverified or indiscriminate. Please help to clean it up to meet Wikipedia's quality standards.
Where appropriate, incorporate items into the main body of the article. January Aâ€”Z British
Cars â€” Complete Catalogue of British Cars. Retrieved 5 June Retrieved 8 December The
Motor. Beaulieu Encyclopedia of the Automobile. Illustrerad Motor Sport in Swedish. The Times
, Wednesday, Oct 19, ; pg. Tigers East Alpines East. Retrieved 24 September Paris: Europe
Auto. Archived from the original on 8 December Retrieved 27 May The Observer's Book of
Automobiles sixteenth edition. Retrieved 28 March The main article for this category is Roadster
automobile. Hidden categories: CS1 Swedish-language sources sv CS1 errors: missing
periodical CS1 French-language sources fr Articles with short description Short description is
different from Wikidata Use dmy dates from November Use British English from November
Articles needing cleanup from January All pages needing cleanup Wikipedia list cleanup from
January Commons category link is locally defined Commons category link is on Wikidata.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons.
Ryton-on-Dunsmore , Warwickshire, England. Alpine Mark I. United Kingdom Australia [2].
Sunbeam Alpine Series IV. Series I: Wikimedia Commons has media related to Roadsters.
Wikimedia Commons has media related to Sunbeam Alpine. Wiring diagram for sunbeam alpine
series 5 01 tahoe radio schematics tiger kenwood kdc btu car stereo diagrams omc full version
hd quality bpmdiagrams virtual edge it networks alternator conversion i iv alpines aston martin
v8 diagramorama info mhartman ipod to diagramofchart radiotelegrafia the official ing guide
through v bmw fuse box location pipiiing layout yenpancane jeanjaures37 fr diagrammycase
blue step by instructions converting a sv use hitachi ser iii 63 64 color 11x17 manuals literature
parts accessories ecologydiagram thadiagramj maglierugbyonline start wiki
diagramaescritorios mklog overdrive gearbox installation 3 westinghouse hp scamdiagram
cooking4all 1 poster ideal gift 16 x12 8 00 picclick uk kidde relay givediagram chevy trailblazer
harness r75 7 diagramtheplan ats panel sxediagramma lucas ecu cde camaro lt1 engine in.
Wiring diagram for sunbeam alpine series 5 01 tiger kenwood omc full alternator conversion i iv
aston martin v8 info mhartman ipod to ing guide radio blue hitachi ser iii 63 64 color bmw start
wiki overdrive gearbox installation 3 westinghouse hp 1 poster ideal kidde relay chevy r75 7 ats
panel lucas ecu cde Share this: Facebook Twitter Pinterest Telegram WhatsApp Skype LinkedIn
Pocket Print Related Related Posts. Round Trailer Plug Wiring Diagram. Wiring Diagram For Fog
Lights. Megajolt E Wiring Diagram. Leave a Reply Cancel reply. All of the documents below have
been processed with Adobe Acrobat's optical character recognition OCR , so they should be
fully searchable. If you plan to work on your Alpine, these workshop manuals are essential.
They are also a far better resource than the Haynes or Clymer manuals. AE parts book showing

part numbers for the Sunbeam Alpine cc motor. Sunbeam Specialties maintains a page of links
to Sunbeam Clubs around the world may not be up to date. SAOC maintains a list of suppliers
on their website. User Tools Log In. Site Tools Search. Some other OE part numbers are
included as well eg. This handbook was intended to be used in conjunction with several factory
performance kits. Series I. Series II. Series III. Series IV. Series V. This is the definitive Sunbeam
Alpine book. History, technical information, lots more. Long out of print and can be hard to find,
but used copies sometimes show up on Amazon or eBay. Page, ? ISBN This is the Haynes book
for the early cars. The Rootes Workshop Manual WSM is a significantly better reference, but the
Haynes book has some additional photos and provides a different perspective on most repairs.
This is the Haynes book for the Series 5 with cc engine. I'd probably skip this and read WSM
above, instead. Covers Alpine I-IV only. Lots of overlap with the WSM but some unique
information distributor profiles and photos. Weber Carburetors HPBooks. Weber Tuning Manual
- An older copy is available here: webertuningmanual. Engine Builder's Handbook - Tom
Monroe, Tigers East Alpines East - Most events are on the east coast. Colorado Association of
Tiger Owners - No recent updates, inactive? TigersUnited - old site, inactive? Sunbeam Alpine
Owners Club Ltd. Rootes Archive Centre Trust - A nonprofit group that maintains an archive of
over a hundred thousand engineering drawings and other original documents related to Rootes
automobiles, including the Sunbeam Alpine. The Sunbeam Experience. This site also hosts an
archive of the defunct team. See also team. Sunbeam-specific parts. Sunbeam Specialties Campbell, CA. Rick has been supporting Sunbeams in the US for many years and has most of
what you need to keep your Sunbeam running. Victoria British - Lenexa, KS. Classic Sunbeam Otego, NY. They also have an eBay store. Speedy Spares - UK. Sunbeam Spares - UK. Auto
Surplus - Australia. Alpine Innovations - Weber carb kits and other Alpine upgrades. British
Wiring. Crimp terminals, Lucas bullet style connectors and tools. I like their quick-disconnect
style terminals that include a clear plastic boot to insulate them. They sell an alternator
connector that should fit some of the 3-terminal Lucas-style alternators. They rebuild
speedometers and can re-calibrate the gauge to work w
2004 mazda rx8 headlight
2008 kia optima owners manual
diagram of motorcycle parts
ith an overdrive unit, even if the car didn't originally have one or if the OD is from a different
series. Coker Tire. The silver-painted version looks great. Shipping to the USA is surprisingly
affordable. Ordering direct is likely cheaper than ordering from their distributors in the US! The
new grommet needs to be modified by cutting material away from the center so that the opening
is large enough to slip it over the filler neck. The valve spring installed heights for the inner and
outer springs on the Alpine series V shown in WSM are incorrect. The valve springs for the
series 5 are considerably shorter than the series and have shorter installed heights. There have
been several reports of new rubber timing chain tensioners swelling and failing. Some members
of the SACOA forum are recommending that we reuse old timing chain tensioners instead of
replacing them. Except where otherwise noted, content on this wiki is licensed under the
following license: CC Attribution-Noncommercial 4.

